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What are the Horizontal Merger Guidelines?

• Issued jointly by FTC and DOJ
• Establishes the structure for analysis of “horizontal” 

mergers and acquisitions under the antitrust laws
– “Horizontal” means direct competitors (e.g., Coke and Pepsi)
– Distinguished from acquisition of company which is solely a 

customer or supplier (vertical)
– Includes “potential competitors” and (now) minority acquisitions

• Describe principles and methodologies the agencies 
use to assess whether to challenge a merger or 
acquisition

• In practice, frequently relied upon by courts 
analyzing antitrust challenges to mergers
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The Revision Process
• Last significant revision of Guidelines was in 1992
• The 1992 Guidelines no longer reflected agency 

analysis or practice
• AAG Varney announced her intention to consider 

revisions to the Merger Guidelines
• 5 workshops and 52 comments in late 2009 and 

early 2010
• Proposed Guidelines released for Public Comment 

on April 21, 2010
• 31 comments filed on Proposed Guidelines
• Final version released August 19, 2010
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The People 

• Guidelines generally a product of Obama 
appointees

• Process led by several key individuals at agencies 
• Heavily influenced by economists, including DOJ 

chief economist Carl Shapiro and his former UC 
Berkeley colleague and FTC chief economist, Joe 
Farrell

• Informal consultation process with leading figures of 
antitrust bar, including Hogan Lovells

• Public comment period led to additional revisions
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HIGH LEVEL SUMMARY
OF NEW GUIDELINES
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Overall approach
• Fundamentally, new Guidelines continue to rely on economic 

principles and do not revive populist policies of earlier eras
• New Guidelines emphasize flexibility and contain a “tool-box” 

of methodologies for analyzing horizontal mergers
– 1992 Guidelines sought to develop precise, step-by-step framework 

for analyzing horizontal mergers, relying principally on market shares 
and market concentration

– But since then, actual agency practice has been less rigid
– Revised Guidelines note that agencies will “apply a range of analytical 

tools” in predicting the likely competitive effects of horizontal mergers
• New Guidelines acknowledge that agencies will “normally” 

define a market if they proceed to litigation
– “In any merger enforcement action, the Agencies will normally identify 

one or more relevant markets in which the merger may substantially 
lessen competition.”  (Section 4.0)
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Improved Transparency

• New Guidelines do not herald radical changes; 
instead, they reflect current agency practice

• New Guidelines illustrate the evolution in economic 
thinking and agency practice since 1992

• This increased transparency, however, will have 
real world effects
– Provide antitrust counsel with a better understanding of 

what agencies actually do
– Less time and resources devoted to rhetorical arguments 

concerning what products are “in” and “out” of the market


 

But market definition still critical in light of possible litigation
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MARKET DEFINITION: Reduced Emphasis

• Measurement of market shares and concentration only one 
indicator of the potential anticompetitive effects of a merger 
or acquisition
– Not so subtle placement of “Market Definition” section after “Evidence 

of Adverse Competitive Effects” section 
– Some “analytical tools” used by Agencies “do not rely on market 

definition” (p. 7)
– “Agencies rely much more on the value of diverted sales than the 

level of the HHI” (p. 21)

• But Section 7 of the Clayton Act refers to effect of transaction 
on competition on “any line of commerce,” suggesting that 
the agencies are required to prove market definition
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Competitive Effects Will Be Most Important
• Key question is how to predict potential competitive effects 

arising from merger 
• Evidence of adverse competitive effects is the first 

substantive discussion in the New Guidelines
• Agencies “normally consider measures of market shares . . .  

as part of their evaluation of competitive effects.” 
• Guidelines also recognize that recent changes “may indicate 

that current market share of a particular firm either 
understates or overstates the firm’s future competitive 
significance”

• Potential results of de-emphasis of market definition is that 
anticompetitive effects may be found by agencies where 
conventional market share analysis suggests few issues
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Evidence of Effects Is Key- “a picture says it all”
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Types of Evidence Agencies Will Look At

• Direct evidence, e.g., post-merger price increases 
(consummated deals)

• Historical events revealing potential effects of 
merger (e.g., prices during periods before entry of 
target)

• Evidence of head to head competition between 
merging parties in marketplace – e.g., bid data

• Whether target is a “maverick” that exerts important 
restraining influence on remaining market players

• Also, of course, market shares and concentration
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Evidence That Will Be Key
• Most important is merging parties’ own premerger routine 

business documents and deal documents
• Terms of transaction and purchase price (e.g., did acquirer 

“overpay”?)
• Behavior and opinions of well-informed and sophisticated 

customers 
• Behavior and opinions of other well-informed and 

sophisticated market participants
• New Guidelines may be an attempt to bolster agency 

attempts to rely on certain types of evidence that courts have 
sometimes discounted
– Several court decisions – Oracle/PeopleSoft and Arch Coal – 

discounted customer evidence
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Market Concentration Levels Have Been 
Increased
• Measurement of market shares and concentration is not an 

“end in itself” but these data can be relevant to assessing 
whether a merger or acquisition is likely to have 
anticompetitive effects

• Guidelines continue to include “HHI” calculations to assess 
market concentration and impact of transaction on market 
concentration levels

• New Guidelines increase those thresholds
– Unconcentrated: under 1000  under 1500
– Moderately concentrated: 1000 – 1800  1500 – 2500
– Highly concentrated:  over 1800  over 2500

• Higher concentration levels increase the likelihood of 
enhanced agency scrutiny
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1992 HMG Concentration Thresholds
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2010 HMG Concentration Thresholds
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Close Calls:

Post-Merger HHI: 2000-4000

Change in HHI: 100-800
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Greater Emphasis on Unilateral Effects
• Earlier versions of Guidelines focused on risk of “coordinated effects” 

with little discussion of other theories
– Likelihood of explicit or implicit cooperation post-merger
– But agencies in practice came to favor unilateral effects

• New Guidelines continue trend to focus on “unilateral effects” 
– Merged firm may raise prices of one product post-merger because many 

customers will shift to second product in response to a price increase
• Guidelines include numerous techniques for assessing the likelihood of 

these effects
• One new technique involves assessing the “upward pricing pressure” by 

analyzing 
– the tendency of consumers of one of the merging parties’ product to shift to 

the second merging party’s product in response to a price increase
– the margins earned on the second party’s product

• Critical loss analysis evaluates whether the merged firm is likely to find a 
price increase profitable

• The merging firms margins are important – higher premerger profit 
margins affect both analyses
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Continued, But Reduced, Focus on Price Effects

• Guidelines historically focused almost exclusively 
on possibility of price increases post-merger

• New Guidelines: mergers should not be permitted 
that create, enhance, or entrench market power
– Word “entrench” suggests possible anticompetitive effects 

without a short-term price increase
• Guidelines discuss potential “non-price” effects, 

such as reduced “product variety,” or reduced future 
innovation
– Commissioner Rosch suggested that even greater 

emphasis on non-price effects was appropriate
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High Margins Will Be Examined More Closely
• Several aspects of new Guidelines reflect a view that high margins are an 

indicator of market power – or at least a potential signal for the need for 
closer scrutiny of a merger
– For example, “upward pricing pressure” test and critical loss analysis
– Notably, the final version of Guidelines eliminated controversial sentence 

suggesting that high margins were direct indicators of market power
• In high tech markets, products are frequently sold at high gross margins 

because most of the high fixed costs of the product arise from R&D, not 
manufacturing variable costs
– These high gross margins typically have nothing to do with whether a 

particular market is competitive or not
• Most high tech markets are fiercely competitive despite high margins
• But, as noted, several of the analytical tools in the new Guidelines, if 

applied mechanically, will indicate a higher potential for anticompetitive 
effects for mergers and acquisitions in industries with high margins. 
– This suggests that Agencies will continue to heavily scrutinize transactions in 

high tech markets
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Mergers that “Entrench” Market Power 

• 1992 Guidelines warned of mergers that could “create” or 
“enhance” market power, but the New Guidelines add a 
concern for mergers that could “entrench” market power

• This language could be used to challenge mergers in high 
tech markets where the transaction could arguably lead to 
increase in barriers to entry

• For example, a transaction could lead to enhanced “network 
effects” by giving one party additional scale that reduces its 
incentive to “interconnect” or interoperate with others

• Alternatively, the acquisition of a competitor with 
complementary technology could be viewed as  
“entrenching” market power
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Entry Standards Tightened

• Key factors remain timeliness, likelihood, and sufficiency of 
entry

• “Actual history” of entry given “substantial weight”
• “Rapid entrants” should be included in market

– Arbitrary two-year requirement for entry is eliminated
– More technical distinctions eliminated

• Entry sufficient to replicate at least the scale and strength of 
one of the merging firms indicates no likely competitive 
effects 
– Entry on a smaller scale may as well, if new entrants are not at a 

competitive disadvantage
• The new Guidelines reflect the agencies’ skepticism about 

entry arguments
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Other Notable Elements

• Efficiencies
– Same essential approach as prior version of Guidelines
– Efficiencies will rarely tip the scales in mergers involving 

high levels of concentration
• Mergers creating or enhancing buyer power

– Agencies use “essentially the same approach” for mergers 
that enhance buying power

• Partial Acquisitions
– Potential anticompetitive effects include

Influence on target
Reduced incentive to compete with target
Information sharing
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FINAL OBSERVATIONS
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Practical Implications

• Expect significant scrutiny of deals when acquiring a close 
substitute product, even if major competitors remain 
– Consider impact on different segments of customers

• Less time will be spent, and less ink spilled, on defining 
markets and measuring HHIs
– Must consider which techniques in the agencies’ toolbox are most 

appropriate for analysis
• Document review and creation

– Techniques and economic theories of New Guidelines should be 
considered by in-house counsel reviewing documents relating to deals 

– Avoid creating documents that will create unfair or incorrect 
inferences based on the theories embodied in the New Guidelines

• New Guidelines ultimately do not result in radical changes 
from actual agency practice
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Holistic Approach Does Have Its Benefits

• Holistic approach advocated by Guidelines provides 
risks but also opportunities for defense counsel

• Market definition rhetoric is limiting for the merging 
parties as well as for the agencies 

• Most mergers have many positive competitive 
effects

• Merging parties often have good stories to tell, and 
we can tell them!
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